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The smoothness of texture that can be found in a Timothy Wenzel release
grows with each passing album, its blossoms with the sun of a new spring
morning and it is that very journey through calmness and serenity we travel
now, with this brand new and beautiful release entitled Running Away.
Timothy Wenzel is a master of creating layer upon layer of sublime and
calming music, with the upbeat start of Dream of Summer, to the dreamy
melody of Dancing in the Darkness and more, each track, each composition of
a Wenzel release is something to truly look forward to, like the title header
Running Away, which is a fine example of the artists skill of manifesting a
narrative within music that is riveting and packed with style and class.
Wenzel is also eager to open musical pathways and corridors that contain
something different inside, like the entertaining and dream inspired Magical
Pageant, one of my personal favourites, and then the one that really is my life
story called, Breaking Free, a composition based on starting again and
breaking the chains of all that bind you from making that change.
The album contains twelve sparkling tracks all with a distinct mood of their
own; each and every piece has a story to tell, it is produced and performed
with both a delightful sense of colour and a level of professionalism that is so
nice to listen too. The album also contains added instrumentation from violist
Josie Quick, percussive genius of Jeff Haynes and the charming tones of Jill
Haley on English horn and oboe.

Running Away is another top class release from the scientist musician who
originated from Michigan; and may well be his most successful offering to
date; it is filled with enticing and exciting compositions that does the
contemporary instrumental field well, and the sublime fluency and charm of
this album will no doubt capture your imagination, and take you willingly along
for another magical musical ride.

